Group 2 Operational procedures in the
Event of a Disaster
Objective
Learn how Mercy operates during disasters to identify issues with the use of ships
for disaster medical treatment and the operation of hospital ships in Japan.
Items for Consideration
１．System of command in the event of a disaster
２．Collaboration with other organizations
３．Supply system

Command system at disaster
1. Command and control system in Mercy
2. Dispatch criteria of Mercy
3. Cooperation with the disaster headquarter of the stricken area
4. Quality assurance about the medical procedure in Mercy

Ship Functioning as Hospital Facility During Disasters
Note: Also used as hospital facilities during normal times
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Ship Functioning as Emergency Medical First Aid Station During Disasters
Note: When borrowing a civilian ship
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Ship Functioning as Emergency Medical First Aid Station During Disasters
Note: When using a Self-Defense Force ship
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Analysis of the past training & Investigation results

Ship Functioning as Emergency Medical First Aid Station During Disasters
Note: When using a Self-Defense Force ship
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Group 2: Operations During Disasters
Group 2: Coordinating with other organizations
☆Hospital ship responsibility during disasters
1. Assess the needs of the local government in the affected area
2. Transport relief supplies (transportation and resupply function)
3. Receive and treat patients (hospital function)
4. Air and sea transport (ship in and out): Air transport function
Additional: Supply water (for everyday life and medical use)
☆Possible other organizations to coordinate with
0. National government (Cabinet Office)
1. Local government in affected area (prefectural, municipalities)
2. Medical institutions in the affected area
3. Medical teams such as JMAT and DMAT
4. Japan Red Cross (relief supplies, blood products)
5. Self-Defense Forces (Ground, Maritime, Air)
6. National Safety Agency, Fire and Disaster Management Agency
(air transport function: helicopters)

Items to Consider
1. Scale and profession of liaisons with local governments in affected areas, and
methods of communication
- Is there personnel for medical arrangements, resupply arrangements, and
evacuations (helicopter)?
2. Permission for helicopter use to other institutions from carrier (during
travel, nighttime)
3. Hospital ship helicopter transport function and operating requirements
4. Ocean transport function (patients and supplies)
- Transport functionality of boats and use of other institution and civilian vessels
→ Operating requirements of boats
5. Whether or not medical worker reinforcements can be sent to emergency medical
A1
bases in the affected area from the hospital ship
- Management of and contact with dispatched personnel
6. Procedures for accepting personnel at the hospital ship from other institutions
(particularly medical workers)
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Group 3: Supply Items to Consider
① Personnel
② Drugs, medical supplies, medical equipment
③ Supplies for daily living
④ Fuel

① Personnel
At Mercy
・There are 60 full-time medical staff members at Mercy
(Members of the Navy)
・When active, 1,200 medical staff members board the ship from the Naval
Medical Center San Diego and begin their duties
(Not all personnel are present when shipping out > Fly in fly out from
neighboring supply area)
・NGOs sometimes board during disasters (pre-registration system?)
・Depending on the number of personnel on board, the hospital functions
partially or at full specifications

Personnel challenges in medical activities on an existing
Self-Defense Force ship
・Can full-time medical staff be assigned?
・Method for boarding medical staff from a designated hospital in the
same
way as Mercy when active (Self-Defense Force hospital?)
・Use registration system such as DMAT to board registered civilian
medical
staff when active
・The required personnel should be determined beforehand according to
hospital function and scale
・How should active time be set? (Long-term or short-term)
⇒ In shifts
・Personnel transport (helicopter)
・Research system and content (standardized active details)
⇒ Instruction/training, etc.

②

Drugs, medical supplies, medical equipment

At Mercy
・There are stockpiles during normal times and when active
In general, items that can be used universally are available (for 30 days)
・Drugs, medical supplies, and equipment are determined according to
active details
・The neighboring supply area in the active region is predetermined, and the
transportation method differs according to whether or not it is possible to
berth
・Oxygen can be produced onboard the ship
・Possesses blood storage functionality

Equipment resupply challenges in medical activities on an
existing Self-Defense Force ship
・Is it possible to store drugs, medical supplies, and equipment during
normal times? (basic set)
・Selection and storage of drugs, medical supplies, and equipment for
inclusion when active
⇒ Modularized according to disaster type, phase, and needs
・Area division of resupply location (Select resupply and storage station
in
Eastern and Western Japan)
・Can an agreement be signed with any hospital or institution, and can
management be delegated during normal times?
・Resupply method while active
⇒ Resupply method according to whether or not berthing is possible
(helicopter or ship, etc.)
・Secure medical-use oxygen
・Secure and store blood for transfusions

③ Supplies for daily living
At Mercy
・There are stockpiles during normal times and when active
・Supply shortages can be solved by military resupply from neighboring
supply areas

Items for daily living resupply challenges in medical activities on
an existing Self-Defense Force ship
・Select supplies quantity according to number of ship personnel/patients
・Storage location and resupply method

④ Fuel
At Mercy
・Refueling at sea from a supply ship
・Is the fuel used for sailing and fuel used for hospital functions different?

Fuel resupply challenges in medical activities on an existing
Self-Defense Force ship
・Is the supply method different depending on the ship?
・Select refueling location
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